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LUXURY MARKETING AND BRANDING 

Introduction 

The significance of carrying out a literature review for the present study is to 

understand the importance of brand luxury through the use of the Brand Luxury Index (BLI). 

The discussion also comprised the perception of the young mothers’ that wanted to purchase 

clothes for their kids’ from luxury brands. 

 

Brand Luxury and BLI 

At present, thinking of majority of the people is to opt for luxury brands when they 

are looking to purchase an item. The perception is that anything purchased from a luxury 

brand will not only be of high quality but that it would also reflect on the status of the 

individual. Kapferer, (2017) states that the term “brand luxury” is described as the consumer 

thinking that only those products are considered to be branded which are expensive, are of 

superior quality, are pleasing to eyes, and are unique. In simple words, a product purchase 

from a luxury brand shows that the buyer not only has good taste but is also able to purchase 

expensive products. 

A consumer that is looking to understand different degrees of luxury brands, the 

framework of BLI can be implemented. Brand Luxury Index (BLI) scale was created by 

Vigneron and Johnson to measure the diverse degrees of luxury for brands (Christodoulides, 

Michaelidou, and Li, 2009). The BLI scale was created to understand the difference between 

high-and low-luxury brand. Brand luxury index has five dimensions: perceived 

conspicuousness, perceived uniqueness, perceived quality, perceived hedonism, and 

perceived extended self (Christodoulides, Michaelidou and Li, 2009). The dimension of the 

communication of personally oriented comprise of pleasure-seeking and apparent extended-

self aspects; while the dimension of non-personally oriented comprises conspicuousness, 
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uniqueness, and quality (Conejo, Cunningham and Young, 2020). Kim, (2019) is of the view 

that based on the two dimensions, the consumers assess which brand is the high-luxury brand 

and which brand is the low-luxury brand in the market.  

According to Ko, Costello and Taylor (2019), The dimension of perceived 

conspicuousness derives value for the consumer, the consumer feels enhanced value and 

prestige by consuming branded products and services. The dimension of uniqueness add 

further value to the self-image of the consumer, consumers tend to feel unique when 

attributed to such products (Ko, Costello and Taylor, 2019). Further added by Kim and 

Johnsons (2015), tne selling point of the branded products is their quality, a brand is 

recognised due to significant factors, and one big factor is the quality it offers to the 

consumers. The dimension of hedonism caters to the pleasure factor and identifies the buying 

behaviour of customers due to the derived pleasure (Kim and Johnsons, 2015). Further 

according to Kapferer et al. (2017), consumption of branded product gives pleasure to the 

consumers as it is different and has more value. Branding has been engraved in the minds of 

customers, and the social class of an individual is often determined by the brands he/she 

consume. An individual who consumes more branded items, therefore, has more value as the 

individual’s self-image is reflected by his/her affordability of branded products.  

 

BLI and its implication on Brand Marketing 

 As per Ko, Costello and Taylor (2019), brand marketing is quite different from the 

usual marketing. In brand marketing, since the name of the brand derives more value than the 

product itself, the emphasis is on selling the product or service under a brand name. In brand 

marketing, the customer are attracted mainly due to the brand name rather than to the product 

itself (Ko, Costello and Taylor, 2019). As added by Kim and Johnsons (2015), BLI has 

implications for the brand marketing as the brand is measured as per the value it gives to its 
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consumers. The customers feel enhancement in their prestigious and status when they 

consume luxury brands thus brand marketing applies to BLI as brand marketing is done to 

attract customers towards increasing their status and prestige (Kim and Johnsons, 2015). 

Further added by Kapferer et al. (2017), customers mainly consume a branded product due to 

the name of the brand as the brand name makes them feel unique and special. Similarly, in 

brand marketing, the customers are marketed under the brand name in a way thus that they 

feel unique when they consume the product of the brand. A brand is established after a long 

journey, and in that journey it faces many complications where it proves its worth and finally 

gets recognised.  

As stated by Kim and Johnsons (2015), the main component of the brand is its 

quality, the constant premium quality it gives to its customers is the main reason it received 

success, thus, while marketing, these brands promise high product quality apart from the 

value they give. Consumption of luxury brands has become a tool to receive pleasure. Luxury 

brands are usually of high prices thus consuming them derives pleasure, marketers market 

their expensive brands to develop a perception that consuming their product will give 

pleasure to their customer (Kim and Johnsons, 2015). Further added by Kapferer et al. 

(2017), individuals measure their and other value and worth based on their ability to afford 

expensive and high-quality products. Marketers brand their product using a similar notion 

and create value for their product in such ways that after its consumption the consumer feels 

superior to others (Kapferer et al., 2017). As per Ko, Costello and Taylor (2019), the main 

focus of brand marketing is to sell the product under the brand umbrella, it is perceived by the 

people that the product quality is as per the brand’s reputation thus they tend to purchase the 

product due to this factor. Similarly, the marketers tend to use their established brand name to 

market different products.  
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Kids’ Luxury Brand and BLI 

Kapferer et al, (2017) assert that the BLI scale is implemented for all types of luxury 

brands, irrespective of the brand catering to adults' clothing or other products, or kids’ 

clothing or other products. Conejo and Cunningham, (2016) are of the view that recently a 

trend has been witnessed in kids’ fashion which is that numerous brands have started to cater 

specifically to kids’ clothing and their other needs. Numerous brands are of the view that 

there has been a significant rise in birth rate recently, which only means that there would be a 

need for having baby clothes and other baby products. Therefore, focusing on becoming a 

kids’ brand is the prime approach to take to attain a profit.  

The BLI scale comes into play in this aspect as well. New mothers are usually more 

focused on having the best quality of products for their kids. Kapferer, (2017) states that 

many of the new mothers are usually young, which means their thinking is to purchase kids’ 

products from a brand that is considered to be high-luxury as per the BLI scale. For many of 

this specific target consumer, low-luxury brands are not an option to even consider 

purchasing products for their kids (Kapferer, 2017). According to Kewley (2019), different 

brands exist in the market that are specialised in producing baby clothes. These brands 

market young mothers thus that they purchase their product. As added by Silhouette-Dercourt 

and De Lassus (2016), the branding of baby clothing can be observed through the brand 

luxury index. The luxury brands are marketed to increase the status and prestige of the wearer 

and his/her mother (Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus, 2016). Furthermore, as per the study 

of MacNaughton (2017), the mother herself feel proud of herself when her child wears 

branded clothes and look unique. The motherly bond between the mother and her child is also 

increased when a mother spend resources to purchase premium quality clothes thus that the 

child will look cute and will be comfortable (MacNaughton, 2017). A mother is further filled 

with happiness and joy when she sees her child in luxury clothes that are not easily affordable 
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thus different brands are designing and producing baby clothes that attracts young mothers 

(Kewley, 2019). 

 

Young Mothers, Brand Luxury, and BLI 

 According to Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus (2016), young mothers want the best 

product for their children thus they are marketed by different brands to create perception that 

their brand is superior to others. As per Setola (2015), a mother is handed the responsibility 

of her child in most families thus most of the decision regarding the baby’s attire is made by 

her. Like every other product, branding has taken over baby clothing too, thus mothers want 

branded baby clothes for their children. Many luxury baby clothing brands exist in the market 

that are focused on providing appropriate attire for the child to wear (Setola, 2015). Further 

added by Pinsker (2018), a mother as the decision maker chooses the most suitable choice for 

her child, thus the brand luxury index can be applied on the buying behaviour of the mother. 

As agreed by Amitail, 2016, a woman creates value for herself by wearing fashionable 

branded clothes, similarly, the attire of her child also contributes in providing value to her, 

and thus a mother chooses branded clothes for her child to improve her status and prestige in 

front of others (Amitai, 2016).  

A mother adds her value by dressing her child in branded clothes, when her child is 

wearing luxury attire, the mother has a perception of uniqueness as her child is dressed in 

expensive attire (Horyn, 2012). As per Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus (2016), another, 

perhaps the biggest, factor that influence the buying behaviour of a mother towards 

purchasing the branded attire for her child is the quality of the product. A mother’s value can 

be measured by how she presents her infant to others, thus a mother look for quality clothes 

for her child that passes the impression of her as a responsible mother. Similarly, a mother 

derives pleasure when her child is in unique and expensive clothes. When a mother dresses 
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her child in luxury clothes that looks good on the child, she is filled with joy and happiness 

that contributes in giving her pleasure (Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus, 2016). 

Furthermore, as added by Horyn (2012), a mother feel proud of herself when she dresses her 

child in luxury clothes. There are many baby clothing brand in the market that are purchased 

by mothers to increase their self-image in their eyes. A mother sees herself as a responsible 

mother when she is able to afford premium quality brand for her child (Horyn, 2012). 

 

Marketing to Young Mothers under BLI 

According to Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus (2016), mothers are the decision 

maker when it comes to buying clothes for their children. Infants are the consumers of 

different baby product, however, the main customers of the branded baby items are the young 

mothers (Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus, 2016). Further added by Pinsker (2018), the 

marketing campaigns to promote a baby clothing brand are targeted towards young mothers 

as they are recognised by the marketers to be the main customers. The marketers tend to 

develop connection between their brand and mothers by using the mother’s love as an 

emotional tool to create perception of how their brand can enhance the love and bond 

between a mother and her child (Pinsker, 2018). Different brands market their clothing 

product to target young mothers as per the brand luxury index of the mother (Amitai, 2016).  

According to Horyn (2012), a mother wants to have status and value thus the 

marketers market their brands to show how a mother can create value for her child and 

herself when she purchases their clothing items. They further make a perception that how 

their product increases the prestige and status of the child and make him/her unique (Horyn, 

2012). Furthermore, as per MacNaughton (2017), the marketers know that a mother feels 

happy when her child looks cute thus they market their product in way that shows children 

wearing cute design clothes that increases the longing of a mother to see her child in such 
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attires (MacNaughton, 2017). As contributed by Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus (2016), a 

mother feels pleasure when she spends her resources on her child by purchasing luxurious 

clothes, thus the marketers use a mother’s emotions to show how a mother increases her 

value by using their branded products. The marketers further use the emotional bond between 

a mother and her child and use their brand as a mean to show how the bond can be 

strengthened with their brand (Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus, 2016). Furthermore, as 

stated by Christodoulides, Michaelidou and Li (2009), the quality of the product is the most 

important factor in making a mother buy a particular brand. The marketers market their brand 

to create a perception that their brand in better than others, thus mothers, who do not want 

any discomfort for her child, purchases those clothes that are most comfortable for their 

children. 

  

Social Media for Luxury Branding- From the perspective of Young Mothers 

 Most of the branding activities in the current age are done through social media as it 

possesses the capability of spreading the message of the brands faster than any medium 

(Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus, 2016). According to Vishwanath (2015), the most 

effective social media website used for brand marketing are Facebook, YouTube, and 

Instagram. Young mothers are actively present on such social media websites as it helps 

socialise and communicate with different people (Vishwanath, 2015). Further added by 

Abidin (2015), another use of social media for young mothers is to share their and their 

family’s personal life with other people. Young mothers post pictures, videos, and stories of 

themselves and their children that help them in their identity quest. Different baby clothing 

brands take advantage of the presence of young mothers on social media to market their 

products (Abidin, 2015). As added by Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus (2016) these baby 

clothing brands include social media marketing in their marketing campaign as it markets 
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their product to a large number of their customers. The baby clothing brands use the social 

media platform to actively communicate with their customers and share information 

regarding their prices and varieties with young mothers.  

 

Brand luxury of millennial mothers 

With reference to the findings of Silhouette-Dercourt and De Lassus (2016), a mother 

of today’s modern era significantly differ from the mothers of the previous generations as 

they are equally concerned about their lives as they were with the lives of their family. 

Further added by Vishwanath (2015), millennial mothers are brand conscious and look for 

branded items for themselves and their babies. These mothers actively use social media 

platforms to communicate with their friends and colleagues and share their and their 

children’s stories, pictures and videos with them (Vishwanath, 2015). According to the 

contribution made by Abidin (2015), millennial mothers are attracted to brand names when 

purchasing them or their children as purchasing branded items moves these mothers towards 

their identity quest. Furthermore, young mothers are also focused on their careers while 

looking after their kids thus gone are the days of purchasing low quality and cheap clothes. 

Young mothers now opt for quality clothes that are often expensive and come in the form of 

different brands. 
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